NZ ENGINEERING SCIENCE COMPETITION

Do you have what it takes to win $1000?

**What:** A day long problem solving competition for teams of 3–4 students.

**Who:** Senior secondary students plus a teacher to supervise.

**How:** Students use their skills in mathematics, physics, computing, logical thinking and writing to answer a problem revealed on the morning of the competition.

**Why:** A chance for fame, fortune and fun! If your team wins you get $1000 each (and your teacher gets $500)

**When:** 10am to 6pm on Saturday August 10th, 2024. Registration opens June and closes Friday August 2nd.

**Where:** At your school.

**Run by:** The Department of Engineering Science and Biomedical Engineering

**Sponsored by:** Orion Health and Fisher & Paykel Healthcare

For more information on this annual event see: www.des.auckland.ac.nz/competition